Synthetic lethality for linking the mycophenolate mofetil mode of action with molecular disease and drug profiles.
Systematic study of the effect of mycophenolate mofetil (MMF) on the molecular level in the context of other drugs and molecular disease profiles became possible due to the availability of large scale molecular profiles on both disease characterization and drug mode of action. Such analysis is of particular value in elucidating alternative drug use for addressing clinically unmet needs, and the concept of synthetic lethality provides an alternative tool for such repositioning strategies. Resting on consolidation of transcriptomics data and literature mining, a MMF molecular footprint became available including a set of 170 genes specifically affected by the drug. Analysis of this profile on a molecular pathway level reveals a set of 14 pathways as affected. Next to assignment of molecular pathways and associated diseases synergistic drug combinations are proposed by utilizing the synthetic lethal interaction network. Of particular interest is the combination of MMF with adenosine deaminase inhibitors, sulfasalazine, and other selected drugs interfering with calcium-based regulatory pathways and metabolism. Indeed analysis of drugs in clinical trials positively identifies combinations with MMF in the context of synthetic lethality and affected pathways, particularly in diseases such as multiple sclerosis, vasculitis, GVHD and lupus nephritis. Importantly, the synthetic lethal interaction of the drug mode of action is an interesting basis for rational repositioning strategies by suggesting combinations which exhibit a synergistic rather than a mere additive effect, as for example is evident for the combination of tacrolimus and MMF. Inherent is also the assessment of possible adverse effects of drug combinations.